I SPY WITH MY LITTLE EYE...
A PLAICE

Name: 
Age: 
Favourite beach: 

Label a Plaice!

Labels:
- Eyes (on the same side!)
- Pectoral fin
- Dorsal fin
- Anal fin
- Tail
- Mouth

True or False?!
- Plaice can change colour. True / False
- They like to eat seaweed. True / False
- Plaice eyes move around to be on one side of their head. True / False
- When cold, plaice roll themselves up like a pancake to keep warm. True / False
- The oldest plaice recorded was about 50 years old. True / False
Write a plaice acrostic poem!

Make your own 3D plaice!

Using old junk or things from the garden— a big leaf might be the body, some buttons for eyes, perhaps feathers for fins.

Grab yourself an adult to help you with any cutting or sticking!

Draw a buffet with things plaice love to eat!

Check out Project Seagrass' plaice spotlight, colouring sheets and YouTube videos to learn more!
PLAICE
ANSWERS

Label a Plaice!

- Anal fin
- Pectoral fin
- Eyes
- Mouth
- Tail
- Dorsal fin

A plaice buffet would include things like shellfish, worms, snails, crabs and shrimp! Yum!

True or False?!

- Plaice can change colour. **True**
- They like to eat seaweed. **False**
- Plaice eyes move around to be on one side of their head. **True**
- When cold, plaice roll themselves up like a pancake to keep warm. **False**
- The oldest plaice recorded was about 50 years old. **True**